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ABSTRACT

The polarization dependent diffraction efficiency and imaging properties of high
numerical aperture (N.A.) holographic optical elements (HOEs) were investigated to
determine

the suitability of

applications.

these elements for

magneto-optic data storage head

Two-wave first-order coupled wave theory was combined with a local

planar grating model to determine the 5 and ^-polarization diffraction efficiency
characteristics of these HOEs.
fabricated

in silver

Experimental results for 0.55 N.A. focusing HOEs

halide photographic emulsions and dichromated gelatin films

demonstrated that the p-to-5-polarization diffraction efficiency ratio at the Bragg angle
corresponded with theoretical results to within 5 %.

Diffraction based wave propagation

theory and a geometrical ray trace model were used to evaluate the imaging performance
of these elements.

Results from the diffraction based wave propagation model showed

that the HOEs imaging performance had very minimal polarization dependence. The ray
trace model indicated precise alignment and good wavelength stability are needed to
achieve diffraction limited performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been growing interest in the use of holograms as optical elements
in optical data storage drives.

Holographic optical elements (HOEs) have been

demonstrated as practical alternatives to refractive elements in optical head designs for
compact disk (CD) players, write once read many (WORM) drives, and more recently
erasable drive technology such as magneto-optic (MO) drives.1-5

These elements offer

potential advantages over conventional optical components in that they can be formed in
thin films, are lightweight, have the potential for inexpensive replication, and perhaps
most importantly, they can combine several optical functions in a single element.

The

significance of the multiplexing feature is in the reduction of the number of components,
the head size and

mass, and the alignment requirements.

Mass reduction and

miniaturization are essential for the reduction of the average seek time for data storage
drives.6
The majority of the head designs incorporating holographic components utilize
computer generated holograms (CGHs) of the binary phase type.

These surface relief

holograms can be mass produced using a photolithographic process similar to that found
in semiconductor manufacturing.

However, a drawback of two level surface relief

holograms is low diffraction efficiency (as 40 %).7 Diffraction efficiency is defined as the
percentage of the incident light that is diffracted into the desired diffraction order.

To

achieve higher diffraction efficiency requires the use of multiple masks to achieve
multilevel relief structures.
diffraction efficiency is 99 %.

For example with four masks the theoretical maximum
However, from a manufacturing standpoint the addition

of more masks complicates the production procedure.

The individual masks must be

aligned w i t h respect to each other to sub-micron accuracy a n d t h e process involves many

tl

additional steps, thus driving cost up.
An alternative to binary CGHs are optically produced volume holograms.

Volume

HOEs offer many of the benefits of CGHs without the fabrication complexities associated
with photolithography.

Unlike surface relief holograms, the diffraction process for

volume holograms is a consequence of refractive index modulation throughout the
hologram volume. Since the interaction region is large compared to the wavelength, phase
matching is enhanced and diffraction efficiencies of 100 % are possible. By recording the
interference pattern produced by two (or more) arbitrary wavefronts, it is possible to
produce an element that converts one wavefront into another wavefront (or several
wavefronts).

Although numerous papers exist describing the diffraction efficiency and

imaging characteristics of volume HOEs, the polarization properties are not discussed in
most of these investigations.8-12
Of the several types of erasable optical recording techniques available today
{magneto-optic, phase change, and dye polymer), magneto-optic is by far the most
predominant. The application of volume HOEs to magneto-optic head designs requires an
understanding

of

the

polarization

characteristics of these elements.

dependent

diffraction

efficiency

and

imaging

The polarization properties of HOEs incorporated in

MO optical systems are of fundamental importance since data detection is based on
sensing polarization rotation.
One of the most critical components in the head is the objective lens.

The

objectives used in optical data storage head designs must be capable of focusing light to a
sub-micron spot with very little wavefront aberration.

The objective lens' numerical

aperture determines recording density, its clear aperture determines head height, and its
mass determines servo response.

Therefore, future optical drive performance advances

are tied in very closely to advances in the objective lens design.

With these issues in

mind, holographic objectives offer the potential to inexpensively meet the growing

12

demands placed on objective performance.
The main goals of this thesis are, first, to develop modelling techniques for
diffraction efficiency and imaging performance of high N.A. focusing HOEs, and second,
to investigate the suitability of these HOEs as replacements for refractive objective lenses.
From a modelling standpoint, the high N.A. focusing HOE is representative of an extreme
configuration since it possesses large variations in both grating period and slant angle
across the aperture. In successfully characterizing and modelling this element, other less
demanding holographic components such as astigmatic lenses, beam circularizes, and
polarization beamsplitters are encompassed as well.
One well accepted method of analyzing grating diffraction is the coupled-wave
approach. In its full rigorous form this approach can produce exact formulation without
approximations. In this general form, four first-order differential equations are generated
for each diffraction order.13"16

A solution may be obtained in terms of the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix using state variable methods adopted from
linear system analysis.

The solution procedure is necessarily complex and requires

extensive development and programming time.

However, enormous simplification can be

realized by making several fundamental approximations and assumptions. In the widely
referenced and accepted development by Kogelnik such simplifications allow analytic
solutions to be obtained.17

This two-wave first-order coupled wave theory (also called

one-dimensional coupled wave theory) is based on a number of fundamental assumptions:
I.) higher diffraction orders are neglected (two-wave assumption), 2.) second-order
derivatives of the field amplitudes are neglected, 3.) grating index modulation is small
compared to the average refractive index, 4.) only sinusoidal modulation of refractive
index is allowed, 5.) absorption per wavelength is small, 6.) the electric field vector of the
waves are polarized either perpendicular or parallel to the plane of incidence ( i.e. cross
coupling of polarizations are not considered).

13

Although the two-wave coupled mode theory may appear to be overly restrictive, it
nevertheless contains many of the basic features necessary to model a wide variety of
holographic elements.

In the approach presented in this thesis the two-wave coupled

mode theory is combined with a local uniform theory to model the diffraction efficiency
performance of high N.A. focusing HOEs.

The validity of this modelling approach is

quantified with experimental results.

Organization
Chapter 2 contains the derivation and solution of the coupled wave equations as
they apply to planar volume holograms. The derivation is based on the two-wave firstorder approach developed by Kogelnik. Analytic expressions are given for the diffraction
efficiencies for TE and TM polarizations of the incident waves.
Chapter 3 deals with modelling the diffraction efficiency and imaging performance
of on-axis focusing HOEs.

The coupled wave model in Chapter 2 is further developed

using a local uniform modelling approach to apply to focusing HOEs.

Refractive index

modulation variations during construction and emulsion thickness changes are taken into
account.

Applications of the diffraction efficiency model in HOE design considerations

are presented.

Finally, the diffraction efficiency model is incorporated with a physical

optics model and ray tracing model to evaluate the imaging performance of the HOE.
In Chapter 4 techniques for measuring several important physical parameters
associated with HOE modelling are discussed.

These include the determination of

refractive index modulation, measurement of average refractive index, emulsion thickness,
diffraction efficiency, a n d average absorption constant.

I n addition a technique f o r

measuring sub-micron focused spots based on the scanning Ronchi ruling method is
introduced.
Chapter 5 serves as an introduction to silver halide and dichromated gelatin (DCG)

14

hologram recording materials.

The merits and shortcoming of these materials are

discussed as well as the physical processes of hologram formation.

Results of their

characterizations in terms of thicknesses and average refractive indices before and after
processing, refractive index modulation, average absorption constant, maximum diffraction
efficiency, and scatter characteristics are summarized.
Finally, Chapter 6 is devoted to experimental results and their comparison to the
local uniform diffraction efficiency model. Experiments were performed to determine the
validity of the modelling approach and quantify polarization cross-coupling effects.
Diffraction efficiency performance for high N.A. focusing HOEs fabricated in silver
halide and DCG films are compared to theoretical predictions.

15

CHAPTER 2
COUPLED WAVE THEORY FOR VOLUME HOLOGRAMS

Maxwell's equations for the general three-dimensional volume diffraction problem
results in a set of four first-order coupled wave equations (for each diffraction order) in
terms of the electric and magnetic field components.'3-14

These equations describe the

coupling between incident and diffracted waves for arbitrary orientation of the electric
field vector.

In the general case the TE (electric field perpendicular to the plane of

incidence) and TM (magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of incidence) components of
the wave fields are coupled to one another inside the grating. The solution to this system
of equations requires numerical techniques due to the complexity of the model and is
computationally intensive. However, in many instances cross coupling is negligible and a
more simplified one-dimensional model may be employed. In these cases the small gain in
accuracy afforded by the three-dimensional model does not justify the added development,
programming and CPU time required.

In the case of high N.A. focusing HOEs,

experimental results support the use of the one-dimensional model.

2.1 Derivation of the Coupled Wave Equations
The analysis of diffraction from volume gratings must take into account the gradual
energy exchange between the incoming reconstruction wave R and the outgoing
(diffracted) signal wave S,

One well established method that correctly predicts the

diffraction performance for volume gratings is the coupled wave approach developed by
Kogelnik.17

This theory assumes that only the two waves that strongly obey the Bragg

condition are present in the grating, while higher order waves strongly violate the Bragg
condition and are severely attenuated. This assumption limits the validly of the coupled
wave theory to "thick" gratings reconstructed at or near the Bragg angle.

16

Figure 2.1 shows the reconstruction conditions for a volume hologram of thickness
d, oriented with the surface normal along the r-axis. The two plane waves R and S are
assumed to be in a medium of refractive index equal to the average refractive index of
the hologram.

For the usual case where the first medium is air, Snell's law can be

applied at the interface.

The grating vector K is oriented perpendicular to the fringe

planes and has magnitude K - 2rr/A, where A is the grating period. The one-dimensional
model assumes the K-vector lies in the plane of incidence (the plane formed by wave
normal and the hologram surface normal).

For this configuration, the TE and TM

components of the incident wave field are completely decoupled and may be treated
independently.14
The derivation of the coupled wave equations for volume holograms begins with
Maxwell's equations for a steady state sinusoidal field of frequency u.

The hologram

medium is assumed to be isotropic with a spatially modulated dielectric constant e and
nonmagnetic with a free space permeability fi0. For these conditions Maxwell's equations
are given by

V x E - -jcofi 0 H

(2.1)

V x H - /weE

(2.2)

V • cE - Pq

(2.3)

V • H-0

(2.4)

where E is the electric field, H is the magnetic intensity field, and
density.18

p q is the free charge

Taking the curl of Eq. (2.1), substituting Eq. (2.2), and applying the vector

identity V x (V x A) - -V2A + V(V • A) gives the three dimensional wave equation

V 2 E - V ( V • E) - -k 2 E

(2.5)
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P

a - p- K

Figure 2.1. Illustration of the reconstruction geometry for a volume hologram formed by
two plane waves.
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where k is the propagation constant of the medium defined in terras of the spatially
modulated relative dielectric constant e' r and conductivity <r:

2
k 2 - cJ 2 ju 0 e - od 2 // 0 (e' - ja/oi) - %-t' r - Mi 0 or

(2.6)

where c is the speed of light in free space and e0 is the free space permittivity.
The parameters e' r and a are sinusoidally modulated with amplitudes

and

cr,

in

the direction of the grating vector K and are expressed as

E'r(r) - er + CjCOS(KT)

(2.7)

a(r) - cr0 + o^costK-r) .

(2.8)

The radius vector is defined as r - xx + yy + zz. Equations (2.7) and (2.8) are combined
with Eq. (2.6) to form the expression

A2 - /S2 - 2ja$ + 2K/3(e>*r + «-•/*')

(2.9)

where

P - y(£r),/2

«-

Wo
2(ef)«/2

2n€i
4 X(ef)i/2

jH 0 coi
(er)'/2

/3 is the average propagation constant and a is the average absorption constant.

(2.10)

The

coupling coefficient K is the essential term in coupled wave theory that establishes the
degree of coupling between the incident and diffracted waves.
coupling and therefore no diffraction.

For k - 0 there is no

19

For optical media it is often convenient to express the propagation constant in terms
of refractive indices rather than dielectric constants. This can be accomplished when the
following conditions are satisfied:19

a «2nn 0 /\

« 2iw 0 /\

nl « n 0

(2.11)

where n 0 is the average refractive index and n 1 and oij are the amplitudes of the
modulated refractive index and absorption constant.

Under these restrictions we can

write

0 - 2tt«0/X

(2.12)

n 2 - (n„ + /^costK-r))2 - n Q 2 + nl2cos2(K-r) + 2«0/i1COS(K.T) - i r + CjCOstK-r)

(2.13)

and with the use of Eq. (2.7)

implying that n 0 - (e r ) 1 ^ 2 and n, - ei/2{€ r ) 1 ^ 2 , 19 which results in the coupling coefficient
being given by

2.1.1 The Coupled Wave Equations for TE Polarization
A solution for the incident electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence (E
- £y) reduces Eq. (2.5) to the scalar equation:

V2£ - V(V • E) + k 2 E - 0

(2.15)

20

The total electric field in the hologram is a superposition of the incident wave or
reconstruction wave R(z) and the diffracted wave or signal wave S(z):

E - R(z)e-Jt> r + S(z)e~j a

r

(2.16)

where p and a are the propagation vectors for R(z) and 5"(z). The phase factors contain
the information on the fast variations of these waves, while the complex amplitude factors
R(z) and S(z) account for the slower variations of amplitude and phase as the wave
progresses through the hologram,

a is forced by the grating and related to p by the

K-vector closure rule

(T - p - K .

(2.17)

Combining Eqs. (2.9), (2.16), and (2.17) with Eq. (2.15), and grouping terms with equal
exponentials (e~^'r and e~-/crr) produces two equations:

R" - 2jp zR' + 032 -

p 2) R

_ 2ja .fiR + 2k $S - 0

(2.18)

S" - 2j<r2S' + (/32 - o2)S - 2japS + 2kfiR - 0

(2.19)

where the primes refer to differentiation with respect to z. The higher order waves in
the directions p + K. and <r - K have been ignored. As previously noted the terms R(z)
and S(z) contain information on the slow variations of the waves.

Now we assume that

R(z) and S(z) change slowly enough so that the second derivatives R" and
neglected.

Later we shall have a method of verifying this assumption.

iilay be

Equation (2.18)

may be simplified by noting that p - |p| - /3 for propagation in homogeneous media.

21

Then by defining the obliquity factors c r - p 2 ff.S and c s = o z /p and the detuning parameter
£ - 032 - cr2)/2j8 we arrive at the coupled wave equations:

c r R' + ctR - -jnS

(2.20)

c sS' + (a + JQS - -jk R .

(2.21)

These coupled wave equations are particularly useful in this form since they
provide physical insight into the diffraction process. The complex amplitude of a wave
changes along z because of coupling (k/?,k5) to the the other wave or absorption (aR,aS).
For deviations from the Bragg angle the detuning parameter may become large forcing the
diffracted wave out of synchronism with the incident wave.

2.1.2 Solution of the Coupled Wave Equations for TE Polarization
A general solution to the two first order differential equations (2.20) and (2.21) has
the form:

R(z) - r,e7'* + r 2 e yiZ

(2.22)

S(z) - 51e'y,z + s 2 e 7lZ .

(2.23)

Substituting Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) into the coupled wave equations (2.20) and (2.21) gives

( c r f i + ot)ri - -jKs t

(2.24)

/-1.2
(c s 7(+ of +j$)s l - -//cr, .

(2.25)

After multiplying these two equations together we arrive at a quadratic equation in terms
of ft

22

(c r y t + a) (c s y t + a +y|) -

(2.26)

-K 2

which has the solution

1/2
— +

(2.27)

— +

cr

Before proceeding with the solution, we now have the opportunity to check the validity of
neglecting R" and 5"'. Neglecting R" in comparison to 2R'px in Eq. (2.18) requires from
Eq. (2.16) 71 « 2pz. For physically realizable values of p2 this implies

« /3, which in

light of Eq. (2.27) is satisfied for small values of £, and providing the inequalities of Eq.
(2.11) are met. The same reasoning applies for neglecting 5"" in comparison to 2S'a2.
To complete the solution to the coupled wave equations the constants r( and sL need
to be determined from the boundary conditions.

For a transmission hologram the

normalized amplitude of the incident wave at the first boundary is R(0) - 1, and initially
the diffracted wave contains no energy so that S(0) - 0. Evaluating Eqs. (2,22) and (2.23)
at z - 0 yields the boundary conditions

(2.28)

ri + ra
jj + s 2

-0.

(2.29)

Using the above equations along with Eq. (2.25) gives

(2.30)

23

Finally the diffracted wave at the other boundary of the hologram is obtained by
substituting Eq. (2.30) into Eq. (2.23):

(2.31)

This expression is quite general and applies to all types of volume transmission
holograms, including the cases of off-Bragg incidence, slanted fringe planes, and lossy
dielectric gratings.
A parameter of fundamental importance is the diffraction efficiency which is
defined as the ratio of power in the diffracted wave to that of the reconstruction wave,
and is given by'7

D - M^S(RF)'

Crr

(2.32)

where the * denotes the complex conjugate.

2.1.3 The Coupled Wave Equations for TM polarization
For an isotropic nonmagnetic medium the magnetic field perpendicular to the plane
of incidence implies that the electric field is in the plane of incidence. To formulate the
coupled wave equations for the case of polarisation in the plane of incidence the vector
wave equation (Eq. (2.5)) is used. As in Sec. 2.1.1 the total electric field in the hologram
is given by

E - R(z)e~jP' T + S(z]e~j rT

(2.33)
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where R and S are complex vectors describing the amplitude and phase of the
reconstruction and signal waves, and p and <r are the associated propagation vectors. The
reconstruction and signal waves are assumed to be transverse waves so that
p-R = 0
(2.34)
cr-S = 0 .
Combining Eqs. (2.9), (2.17), and (2.33) with Eq. (2.5) and making use of Eq. (2.34) gives,
after grouping like exponential terms, and neglecting higher diffraction orders and second
derivatives,

-2jp z R' + jpR' z - 2jctpR + 2K/SS - 0

(2.35)

-2ja 2 S' + jaS' x + 032 - a2)S - 2/oj3S + 2k/3R - 0 .

(2.36)

The second term in each of the above expressions is a consequence of the term V(V • E)
being nonzero.

Additionally, we assume that the polarizations of R and S retain their

orientation as they propagate through the hologram, and therefore can be expressed in
terms of polarization vectors (e r and e^) independent of z:
R(z) - R(z)e r
(2.37)
S(z) •*

S(z)c s

where e r and ef are normalized such that they have unit magnitude. From Eq. (2.34) it
follows that

p er - 0

and

a-es - 0 .

(2.38)
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By forming the dot products of Eq. (2.35) with er and Eq. (2.36) with e s , the coupled
wave equations are reduced to two scalar equations:

- 2jp z R' - 2ja0R + 2K/SS(e r -e s ) - 0

(2.39)

- 2ju z S' + (fi 2 - a 2 )S - 2j*0S + 2npR(e r <e s ) - 0 .

(2.40)

Note that the scalar reduction is also possible by forming the dot products of

Eq. (2.35)

with p and Eq. (3.36) with a.

However, this operation, although mathematically valid,

leads to an incorrect result.20

Introducing the notation of Sec. 2.1.1 produces the

simplified expressions

c r R' + aR~ -jnS(e r ej

(2.41)

c s S' + (c£ + j$)S - -jx.R(e r -e s ) ,

(2.42)

Comparing these equations to those for the polarization perpendicular to the plane
of incidence (Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21)) shows that the only difference is that the coupling
coefficient is reduced by the dot product (er -e^) of the two polarization vectors. Thus the
solution is identical to that of Sec, 2.1.2 except the coupling coefficient is replaced with

K p - K s (e r -e s )

(2.43)

where K p is the coupling coefficient for p polarization and k s is the coupling coefficient
for s polarization.
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2.2 Criterion for Volume Diffraction
In the derivation of the coupled wave equations we assumed only one diffraction
order and neglected those orders which violated the Bragg condition.

This assumption

limits the region of validity of the solution to "thick" gratings. An indication of whether
a gratings is operating in the volume diffraction regime (i.e. a "thick" grating) can be
obtained from the (2-parameter defined as

Q- ^
n a A2

(2.44)

where d is the hologram thickness, n 0 is the average refractive index of the hologram, and
A. is the grating period.17

Gratings with a low value of Q contain higher diffraction

orders and have reduced diffraction efficiency associated with Raman-Nath diffraction.
For Q ^ 10 volume type diffraction dominates, and results obtained from coupled wave
theory are generally very consistent with other theoretical and experimental work.9-11
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CHAPTER 3
MODELLING HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENTS

In the design and evaluation of

holographic optical elements, modelling the

diffraction efficiency and imaging performance is of central importance. The diffraction
efficiency expressions in the preceding chapter form the basis for a local uniform model
applicable to a wide variety of volume HOEs. The imaging performance is evaluated in
terms of a physical optics model (diffraction based model) and a geometrical ray trace
model. These models reveal fundamental design parameters and predict the limitations of
HOE performance.

3.1 Geometry for the On-Axis Focusing HOE
The construction geometry for an on-axis focusing HOE is illustrated in Figure 3.1a,
where an on-axis spherical wave (object wave) interferes with an off-axis plane wave
(reference wave). In the development that follows, all vectors and angles are assumed to
be inside the hologram emulsion (refractive index n or n') unless otherwise noted.

The

reference wave vector (p) is assumed to be in the x-z plane and is given by p - /J[sin0x +
cos0z], where 0 is the average propagation constant (fi - 2nn/\). For any point (x,y) in the
aperture,

the

considerations.

object

wave

vector

(a{x,y))

can

be

calculated

from

geometrical

The two waves are related by the vector relation K(x,j>) » p - a(x,y).

The K-vector is normal to the fringe planes and has magnitude K - 2TT/A, where A is the
local grating period.
wave

(cr'(x,;/))

Once the K-vectors are calculated across the aperture, the signal

can be determined by the K-vector closure rule (o\x,y) - p' - K'{x,y)) for

any reconstruction wave vector p' - PXsind'x + cosfl'z] 03' - 2itn'/\') (Fig. 3.1A).

The

primes indicate reconstruction parameters whose values may differ from the construction
parameters.

(a)
—z

(b)
Figure 3.1.

Illustration of the geometry for (a) construction and (b) reconstruction of

on-axis focusing HOE.
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The signal wave may vary from the object wave due to differences in p' and K'
from the original construction configuration. The reconstruction wave may differ from
the reference wave due to changes in refractive index of the emulsion, wavelength and
angle. The K-vector may also differ due to emulsion thickness changes producing a new
K-vector, K\

These differences effect the obliquity factors cr and cs, the detuning

parameter £, and Bragg matching (Sec. 2.1.1). The result is a change (usually a reduction)
in the diffraction efficiency at each point in the HOE aperture, the severity of which
depends on the local index modulation and K-vector. One of the main goals in modelling
HOEs is to predict the sensitivity of these parameters with respect to diffraction
efficiency and imaging performance.

3.2 Diffraction Efficiency Modelling
A fundamental parameter in evaluating the performance of a holographic element is
its diffraction efficiency, defined as the ratio of power of the diffracted wave to that of
the incident wave.

Although efficiency calculations are straightforward for planar

gratings, the process is more involved for gratings with variations in grating period and
slant angle (i.e. the K-vector). In the approach presented in this section, the aperture of
the hologram is divided into a matrix of smaller regions which are considered locally
uniform in grating period and slant angle.8-10'21

In these regions the diffraction

efficiencies for s and /j-polarizations are calculated based on the one-dimensional coupled
wave model.

The efficiency for the entire aperture is then computed by summing the

local efficiencies.

This summation is incoherent in the sense that the diffraction

efficiency terms contain no information on the phase of the signal wave.

The image

plane intensity distribution model (Sec. 3.3) makes use of the signal wave functions,
which include the effects of coherency.
To model the diffraction efficiency for the HOE based on the development in
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Chapter 2, it is necessary to decompose the incident electric field vector into components
parallel (^-polarization) and
structure.6

perpendicular (p-polarization) to the localized grating

Incident s-polarization is normal to the plane of incidence (x-z plane), and

incident /^-polarization lies in the plane of incidence. In the development that follows, we
assume that the K-vectors have been calculated across the aperture and all vectors pertain
to reconstruction parameters. Figure 3.2 depicts the division of the aperture into a grid
of sampling points and a local region on this grid.

In general the K-vector is not

confined to the plane of incidence (the x-z plane), and contains an out-of-plane component
Ky.

The presence of this out-of-plane component may introduce cross-coupling of

polarizations.

Therefore, applying the one-dimensional coupled wave theory to this

situation is an approximation since cross-coupling of polarizations are not considered (in
Chapter 6 the effect of Ky is experimentally quantified).
The unit vector in the x-y plane along the fringe plane is defined as

,3"

The incident electric field components along this vector are locally s-polarized and are
given by

E„ - (E,< • NT)NJ

(3.2)

E ,.p

(3.3)

" <E,' ' N4)NT

where EJ S and Es>p are the local s-polarization components for the 5-polarized incident
field Ej', and the p-polarized incident field Epl respectively (the first subscript refers to
^

* i

the local polarization, and the second to the incident polarization) (E/ and Ep' are unit
A

vectors). The local p-polarized components are orthogonal to NA and in the plane formed
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J

Figure 3.2. Depiction of the HOE aperture divided into a grid of cells and the geometry
for one of these local regions.
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by the z-axis and the K-vector and are given by

EPiJ - E,< - EStJ
Ep, p - E p l - E s ,p

(3.4)
•

(3.5)

To calculate the coupling coefficient for the local p-polarized component, the
orientation of the polarization vector for the signal wave (a) is needed. For a plane wave
incident on a focusing element (refractive or diffractive) the components of
polarization vector are easily obtained from geometrical considerations.22

the

For the

s-polarized incident field they can be expressed as

Esx
s,x - "
1T
+ a^2

£s>? - 1 - 1 + a z

£s.2 .~cr y

(3.6)
* >

and for the p-polarization incident field

(3 - 7)

where the first subscript refers to the incident polarization (J or p), and the second to the
component of polarization after diffraction (x%y or z), and tr is normalized such that ax2 +
+ cr72 - 1, Now, from Eqs. (2.14) and (2.43) we can define the coupling coefficients

- <E,< • NJ)N4) • E/
- X

' 6,') "

A' " (V ' N*)NT) • E„<

(3.8)
(3.9)

where k s s and tc p s are the coupling coefficients for localized s and p-polarization with
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^-polarization incident, and n s p and K p p are the coefficients for localized s and
/^-polarization with p-polarization incident.

E/ and Ep' are the polarization vectors

associated with the diffracted waves for s and p-polarization as described in Eqs. (3.6)
and (3.7).

With these coupling coefficients the diffraction efficiencies are computed as

outlined in Sec. 2.1.2.

The individual components are then recombined to give the

efficiencies for incident s and /^-polarizations:

(3.10)
r

(3.11)

r
where
SsW - (^w&OlEwl2 + VpMKp.A2)"2

(3.12)

SpifO - (S*JlPM|EJ>p|2 + S2piP(rf)|EPi„|2)'/2 .

(3.13)

Computed in this manner, the diffraction efficiencies account for polarization mode
conversion based on differences in the local s and /7-polarization diffraction efficiencies.6
This mode conversion results from the components of

polarization parallel and

perpendicular to the fringe planes being diffracted with different efficiencies thereby
effectively changing the orientation of the polarization vector.

This mode conversion

effect produces a result similar to that of cross coupling of polarizations, but should not
be mistaken for the latter, which can only be accounted for in the three-dimensional
coupled wave model.
Equations (3.10) and (3.11) describe the diffraction efficiency at a single point (x,y)
in the aperture.

In numerical modelling the aperture is sampled at discrete intervals

forming diffraction efficiency matrices for s and /"-polarizations T}s(i,j) and IJp(i,j). The
full aperture diffraction efficiency is obtained by summing the individual diffraction
efficiencies weighted by the normalized (i.e unitless) irradiance distribution (A(i,j)) of the
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reconstruction wave.

m

n

m

YAW,
/-l y-I

n

Vs'jfY.YA'^ SO'J)
i-l /-I

(3.14)

where (/,/) identifies an individual pixel in the aperture matrix, and N is the total number
of pixels.

3.2.1 Index Modulation Variations During Hologram Formation
In the construction of focusing HOEs, nonuniform index modulation is introduced
from the change in irradiance of the spherical wave across the aperture. For the on-axis
focusing HOE, this change in irradiance translates into a gradual decrease in exposure
energy as we move from the center of the aperture to the edge. In the case of a spherical
wave the reduction in index modulation can be expressed in terms of the index
modulation at the center of the aperture (nx) and the coordinates on the aperture:

"i(x,y)-nl -=—^
-=•
xl +
+ fL

(3.15)

where / is axial distance from the HOE to the focal point of the spherical wave.
Equation (3.15) assumes that index modulation is a linear function of exposure energy. In
addition, the index modulation is a function of the dot product of the polarization vectors
of the object and reference waves.20

The polarization vector components for the

spherical wave are determined by applying either Eq. (3.6) or (3.7).

In diffraction

efficiency calculations the modified index modulation term replaces the constant term in
Eq. (3.8).
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3.2.2 Modelling Emulsion Thickness Change
For many materials of interest in holography there is a net volume change between
the time the hologram is exposed and the time processing is completed. If the emulsion is
bound to a rigid substrate this volume change does not change the surface pattern, but
changes the thickness.23 For gratings with slanted fringes this thickness change alters the
orientation and spacing of the fringe planes (i.e. the K-vector direction and magnitude) in
the hologram volume, and thus shifts the reconstruction angle for maximum diffraction
efficiency. To model this effect, we assume that the thickness change occurs only in the
direction along the normal to the emulsion surface (z direction).

This implies that only

the K-vector component in the z direction is effected, and the magnitude of the K-vector
components orthogonal to the direction of the thickness change (Kx and Ky) retain their
original values.
Figure 3.3a shows the orientation of a fringe plane in the hologram volume.

In

Figs. 3.3b and 3.3c the coordinate system has been rotated in the x-y plane such that the
K-vector lies in the x'-z plane. From Figure 3.36 the slant angle initially after hologram
formation is

tan0 - hit - K z /K x y

(3.16)

and after processing (Fig. 3.3c) the new slant angle is

tan<f>'- ft/f - K':/K x y

(3.17)

where K z and K' z refer to the z component of the K-vector before and after hologram
processing respectively.

K x y - (K x 2 +

where K x and K y are the x and y

components of the K-vector. Equating the h term in Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) gives
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ia)

XVK

ib)
Figure 3.3.

XA

(e)

Geometry for .emulsion thickness change modelling showing, (a) a fringe

plane in the hologram volume. (b) the fringe orientation in the x'-z plane initially after
formation and, (c) after hologram processing.
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K' z - {t/t')K z

(3.18)

For emulsion shrinkage, the K-vector z component increases in magnitude, and the
grating period in the hologram volume decreases (the opposite is true for emulsion
swelling). Also, for thickness changes in the z direction alone, the surface grating pattern
(defined by Kx and Ky) is not altered.

3.2.3 Applications of the Diffraction Efficiency Model in HOE Design
In designing an on-axis focusing HOE the choice of the reference wave angle (0) is
of critical importance, and is determined by balancing several constraints. To maintain
high diffraction efficiency over the full aperture requires diffraction in the volume
regime, and hence, from Eq. (2.44), small grating periods (large Q values).

For large

grating periods Raman-Nath diffraction dominates and diffraction efficiency is reduced.
Small grating periods are achieved by increasing the reference wave angle. However, the
reference wave angle can only be increased so far, because reflection losses at the airemulsion interface become excessive.

Also, for a given situation a specific p-to-

5-polarization diffraction efficiency ratio {i\phs) may be desired.

And of course high

diffraction efficiency is always required.
With these factors in mind, a reference wave angle of 45° was chosen.

With this

angle a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE fabricated in dichromated gelatin (DCG) film with
thickness and refractive indices given in Table 5.3 will have the following properties: Q
^ 10 over 97 % of the aperture, diffraction efficiency of 68 % (at 6 - 45°), reflection loss
of 10 %, and T)P/vs — 1-

For larger angles, reflection losses increase and diffraction

efficiency decreases. For smaller angles, the Q parameter decreases and Vp/Vs increases.
The selection of the desired angle was facilitated with the plots in Figure 3.4
generated from the diffraction efficiency model.

The decrease in diffraction efficiency
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Figure 3.4.

(a) Calculated relative diffraction efficiency (i)pfi)s) versus reference wave

angle (0) for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE (reconstructed at the reference wave angle) for
several values of refractive index modulation (n,), and (6) corresponding values of
maximum diffraction efficiency.
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Calculated diffraction efficiency (s and p-polarization) versus index

modulation for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE with a reference wave angle of 45°.
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for increasing values of Q is a consequence of the difference in average refractive indices
before and after hologram processing (Fig. 3.46),

The index change after processing

results in a shift in reconstruction wave angle {i.e. Bragg angle shift) for maximum
diffraction efficiency.

This angle shift increases with increasing values of Q,

For the

case of a 45° reference wave angle, calculations indicate that the maximum diffraction
efficiency (80 % for n1 - 0.20) occurs for a 44° reconstruction wave angle.

However,

reconstruction at an angle other than 45° results in an increase in the image plane spot
size (see Sec. 3.4.3). Therefore, for emulsions that exhibit a change in average refractive
index there is always a tradeoff between diffraction efficiency and spot size.

The best

performance can only be achieved when the emulsion has the same refractive index and
thickness before and after processing. Figure 3.5 provides information on the diffraction
efficiency performance as a function of index modulation for 9 - 45°.
For a planar DCG hologram, diffraction efficiencies greater than 90 % can be
obtained.

On the other hand, the focusing HOE is basically a continuum of planar

gratings with different periods and slant angles each requiring a different value of index
modulation to achieve maximum diffraction efficiency. The optimum index modulation is
determined by grating period and slant angle and therefore a hologram with variations in
these parameters will not achieve maximum diffraction efficiency with a single value of
index modulation.

However, optimum index modulation for the entire aperture can be

realized by fabricating an appropriate graded density filter to be inserted into the
reference beam during hologram formation.

3.3 Image Plane Intensity Distribution Modelling
In this section the imaging properties of high N.A. focusing HOEs are evaluated
with diffraction based wave propagation theory. This model gives the l/e2 spot diameter,
and the peak intensity and total power for the three components of polarization at the
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image plane.
For high numerical apertures the fast oscillatory nature of the phase factor in the
Fraunhofer diffraction integral requires a prohibitively large number of samples for
accurate numerical modelling.

In addition, conventional methods that approximate the

focusing element's spherical phase factor with a parabolic one in the diffraction integral
are only valid for numerical apertures satisfying N.A. <1 4%/\/7.24

In the case of a 0.55

N.A. holographic element, direct evaluation of the Fraunhofer integral is numerically
unfeasible and the parabolic phase factor approximation is not valid. One method that
overcomes these problems is the stationary phase approximation.

The stationary phase

approximation is based on expanding the phase factor around the saddle points or end
points (i.e. stationary points) where the phase variations are much slower.

The

justification for this method is that thj only significant contribution to the diffraction
integral occurs from portions of the path in the vicinity of these stationary points.25
When the stationary phase approximation applies (i.e. for a N.A. of 0.55). the
vector wave field in the neighborhood of the focal plane can be written as22

u a p(\x,\y,\z) -F~ [ {^ a ^(a x > (T y ) r(or x ,a y ) extfj2n(z - /)(1 - crx2 -a y 2 ) i / 2 /\]\

(3.19)

where F~ l is the two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform, / is the focal length, and z is
the axial distance to the observation plane. As previously defined, cr x and a y are the x
and y propagation components of the diffracted (signal) wave normalized such that <Jx2 +
<jy2 + crz2 m 1.

*x>oy) corresponds to a component of the signal wave polarization

vector, where a is the incident polarization ($ or p) and /3 is the component of polarization
at the image plane {x,y or z) as defined in Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7).

T{ax.<ry) is a scaled

version of the entrance pupil complex amplitude distribution r0(x,y) and is given by22
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T(orx%cr^,) -

-MLL
2

1- <r x -a*

To

-f(T x
-fc v
(1- cr -<rv2)^2* (1- cr 2 -au2)'/2
2

(3.20)

In the case of a focusing HOE the entrance pupil complex amplitude distribution
function (T0(x,y)) is the signal wave function S^ix.y) or Sp^(x,y) (Eqs. (3.12) and 3.13)).
In most instances we are interested in the intensity distribution across the focal plane,
which is given by26

(**•

- ua,fi te)

ua l5 (Kx,\y,\zf

(3.21)

where as usual the * denotes the complex conjugate. Finally, it should be noted that Eq.
(3.19) pertains only to focusing elements which convert an incident plane wave into a
spherical wave.

3.3.1 Results of Image Plane Intensity Distribution Modelling
Figure 3.6 shows the intensity distribution for the three components of polarization
at the focal plane of a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE for ^-polarization incident (index
modulation was 0.020 and X - 488.0 nm).

Figure 3.6a corresponds to the y component

containing 90.9% of the total power and a normalized peak intensity of /0. Figure 3.6b is
the x component containing 0.148 % of the total power and peak intensity of 4.85 x
10"4/0.

Figure 3.6c shows the z component with a total power of 8.95 % and a peak

intensity of 5.14 x 10" 2 / 0 . The y component is the classic airy disk pattern, while the x
component has four peaks symmetric about the origin. The z component has only two
peaks separated in the direction of the incident polarization. The 1/e 1 diameter for the y
component is 0.59 fim (the same value is obtained with a lens with the same N.A.).
For p-polarization incident, the plots are identical in form, with the exception that
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Figure 3.6.

Normalized image plane intensity distributions at the focal plane for (a) the

^-polarization component, (6) the x-polarization component, and (c) the z-polarization
component for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE with ^-polarization incident (Xf and yt are in
tim).
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the z component is rotated 90° in the x-y plane.

The total power and peak intensity for

the polarization components are: x component total power of 90.4 %, and peak intensity
0.96/ a ; y component total power of 0.140 %, and peak intensity 4.40 x 10- 4 / 0 ; z
component total power of 9.46 %. and peak intensity 5.11 x 10"2/o. The 1/e2 diameter for
the x component is 0.60 fim.

The l/e2 and total power values for incident s and

p-polarizations are very close, indicating similar imaging performance.
The peak intensity of the x component of ^-polarization divided by the peak
intensity of the y component of ^-polarization corresponds to the coherent diffraction
efficiency ratio JJp/r/s - 0.96.

This diffraction efficiency ratio is coherent because the

signal wave functions used in the diffraction calculation (Eq. (3.19)) contain magnitude
and phase, as opposed to the diffraction efficiency calculations in Sec. 3.2 which sum
only the magnitudes.

In comparison, the incoherent diffraction efficiency ratio for the

same focusing HOE is r)p/r)s - 0.95 (see Sec. 6.4).

3.4 Ray Tracing HOEs
Although the physical optics model in the preceding section is extremely useful for
situations where the image is nearly diffraction limited, it is of limited utility when
aberrations are present. The physical model can be extended by extracting the aberration
coefficients from a geometrical ray trace and including them in the phase factor of the
diffraction integral.

However, the calculation of the aberration coefficients is not

necessarily required, since the geometrical ray trace model can quickly provide insight
into the types of aberrations present in the system by examination of the spot diagrams.
The aberration coefficients become of importance when a compensating HOE is to be
designed to correct for aberrations present in the first HOE.

In focusing HOEs these

aberrations are caused by differences in the reconstruction angle and wavelength from the
original construction values. Since our objective was to investigate the sensitivity of these
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parameters with respect to the mean spot size, the calculation of these coefficients was not
required.

3.4.1 Calculation of the Signal Rays
The signal wave vector (a*) in the coupled wave equations (Sec. 2.1.1) used in
diffraction efficiency calculations (Sec. 2.1.2 and 3.2) pertains to wave propagation inside
the modulated medium (medium 2-see Fig. 2.1). This vector does not represent the signal
wave ray direction outside the grating, even when the grating has the same average
refractive index as medium 3, since in general |cr'J * |f?31; such a solution does not satisfy
the boundary conditions,15-27 The signal wave vector in medium 3 may be obtained from
phase matching considerations and the Floquet theorem which require that'4*28-29

or'3 - [(p* - K1) • x)]x + C(p' - K") • y)y + cr'3 zz -

+ tr'3j,y + tr'3zz

(3.22)

where

*3.z - O8^2 " ff's.x2 -

3.y 2 V 1/2

03- ^ •

(3.23)

The first subscript refers to the medium number and the second to the component of the
vector.

Also, for simplicity mediums 2 and 3 are assumed to have the same average

refractive index (n').
For hologram thickness changes in the z direction alone, the surface grating pattern
is unchanged (i.e. K'x • Ky and K'y - Ky) (see Sec. 3.2.2) and therefore the signal ray
directions are not effected, since K'z does not appear in Eq. (3.22).

In addition, the

average refractive index of the hologram medium during construction does not effect the
surface grating pattern.

The ray directions are altered only by differences in
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reconstruction angle (e.g. the orientation of p") and wavelength (X*) from their original
construction values.

The construction wavelength is implicitly included in the surface

grating pattern defined by the K-vector components K' x and K' y .
For the usual case when the refractive index of medium 3 differs from that of
medium 2. the vector form of Snell's law may be applied to the components in Eq. (3.22)
(after normalizing a'3 to unit magnitude). For a wave with direction cosines (L,M,N) in
a m e d i u m o f r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x n , t h e d i r e c t i o n c o s i n e s f o r t h e r e f r a c t e d w a v e{

'

)in

a medium with refractive index n' are given by:30

n'L' - nL + Aot

(3.24)

n'M' = nM + kp

(3.25)

n'N' - nN + ky

(3.26)

k - n'cosl' - ncosl - (n'2 - /i2(1 - cos2/))'/2 - ncosl

(3.27)

where

and (a,0,7) are the direction cosines for the hologram surface normal, and I and /' are
the angles of incidence and refraction.

3.4.2 The Ray Tracing Equations and Calculation of RMS Spot Size
A ray with direction cosines (a'xta'y.a'2) in air, which leaves the hologram surface
at coordinates (x0,^0) intersects an observation plane located a distance z away at
coordinates (x,j>):30
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x - x 0 + -£z
? - yo +

a''

(3.28)
•

(3.29)

° z

By applying Eqs. (3.22), (3.28) and (3.29) to the sampled points in the HOE aperture a spot
diagram may easily be obtained.

This data also can provide information on the image

center and root mean square spot diameter (rms spot size).

These two quantities are

essentially the first and second moments of the ray intercepts weighted by the diffraction
efficiency function ij{x,.y).31 The coordinates of the image center (xe,ye) are given by

n
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and the rms spot diameter <f>rms is
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/-*

n

(3.32)

m

i-1 y-1

where the integration (or summation) is performed over the HOE aperture A, with
diffraction efficiency function i}(x,y) (or matrix Tj(i,/)). Equations (3.30), (3.31), and (3.32)
are used to evaluate the imaging performance of focusing HOEs in the presence of
wavelength and reconstruction angle shifts.

3.4.3 Results of Ray Tracing Modelling
The ray tracing model was used to determine the tolerance on the wavelength shift
and the reconstruction angle for a 0.55 N.A. with a reference wave angle of 45°.

The

nominal values for thickness and refractive index before processing are 13.5 pm and 1.55
respectively, and the construction wavelength is 488.0 nm. These tolerances are shown in
Figure 3.7, where the dashed lines represent diffraction limited performance. These plots
are for incident 5-polarization, however the results are nearly identical for p-polarization.
Figure 3.7a shows the mean spot diameter for deviations from the Bragg angle during
reconstruction. This plot indicates that angle deviations larger than ± 0.017° can not be
tolerated for diffraction limited performance.

Figure 3.7b corresponds to wavelength

deviations during reconstruction, giving a tolerance of ± 0.4 nm (± 0.08 %) for diffraction
limited performance.

For this plot the reconstruction angle is optimized (i.e shifted to

obtain the minimum spot size) to provide substantial reduction in spot size (nearly 60 % in
some cases), with minimal reduction in diffraction efficiency (< I %).
Although average refractive index and thickness changes before and after hologram
processing do not effect the spot size (for construction at the reference wave angle), they
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Figure 3.7.

Calculated rms spot diameter versus (a) reconstruction angle shift (degrees)

and (b) wavelength shift (nm) for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE. Nominal values are 8 - 45°,
d » 13.5 firn, n •» 1.55, and X - 488.0 nm. The dashed line represents diffraction limited
performance.
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Figure 3.8.

Spot diagrams for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE at the best focus for (a) a

wavelength shift of + 4 nm and {b) a shift in the reconstruction angle from 45° to 45.1° (x
and y are in fim). Nominal values are 9 - 45°, d - 13.5 (im, n - 1.55 and X - 488.0 nm.
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do shift the Bragg angle for maximum diffraction efficiency. For example, a 0.55 N.A.
focusing HOE fabricated in DCG film, with thickness of 13.5 fim, and a change in
average refractive index of 1.61 to 1.53, exhibits a calculated Bragg angle shift of -0.90°.
For construction at the reference wave angle (45°) the ^-polarization diffraction efficiency
is reduced by 12 % (from 79.8 % to 70.2 %). For construction at the shifted Bragg angle
(44.1°) the diffraction efficiency is maximized, but the spot size is increased to 32 fim. A
DCG HOE with an average refractive index of 1,55 (before and after processing) and a
thickness change of + 1,0 fim (7.4 %) has an 18 % reduction (from 74.6 % ot 60.9 %) in
diffraction efficiency for reconstruction at the reference wave angle.
To obtain some insight into the types of aberrations present in the focusing HOE,
spot diagrams were generated corresponding to variations in reconstruction angle and
wavelength. The spot diagrams are determined at the best focus based on the minimum
rms spot size criterion.

Figure 3.8a shows the effect of a wavelength shift of + 4 nm,

depicting predominately spherical aberration.

In Figure 3.8b the reconstruction angle is

shifted + 0.1°, resulting in an image with large amounts of coma.
In summary, these results dictate that very high levels of wavelength stability,
alignment accuracy, and process control, are required for the successful application of
diffraction limited high N.A. HOEs to optical recording.
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CHAPTER 4
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

In

modelling and

characterizing focusing

parameters must be measured.

HOEs several

important

physical

These parameters include refractive index modulation,

average refractive index, average absorption constant, emulsion thickness, diffraction
efficiency, and spot size.

In the following sections techniques for making these

measurements are presented.

4.1 Determination of Index Modulation
In the expressions for diffraction efficiency the index modulation of the grating
appears in the coupling coefficient terms.

Therefore, it is of prime importance to have

information on the index modulation for a given exposure energy. This is accomplished
by constructing planar unslanted gratings (unslanted gratings are unaffected by emulsion
thickness changes) for a range of exposure energies and measuring the 5-polarization
diffraction efficiencies at the Bragg angle.

Then using a planar grating diffraction

efficiency model (i.e. the one-dimensional coupled wave model), a plot of diffraction
efficiency versus index modulation can be generated and compared to the measured data.
The data needed for the model are the two construction angles, the refractive indices and
thicknesses before and after processing, and the average absorption constant.

By

comparing the measured and theoretical diffraction efficiencies the exposure energies can
be matched up with the index modulation.
For a certain range of exposure energies the refractive index modulation behaves in
a linear manner. At exposure energies above this range saturation takes place and higher
order harmonics are introduced. This effect can easily be identified by gradual flattening
out of the index modulation as exposure energy is increased.
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4.2 Refractive Index Measurement
Another important parameter in characterizing the performance of holographic
elements is the emulsion average refractive index.

Two methods for measuring the

refractive index are presented: one using interferometric techniques, and the other based
on measuring the Brewster angle.

4.2.1 Interferometric Measurement of Refractive Index
This method relies on discriminating between refractive index differences between
the bulk hologram medium and index matching oils.

A groove of approximately one

millimeter diameter is cut out of the center of the hologram, being careful not to scratch
the glass surface. Index matching oil is placed in the groove and a cover glass is affixed
over the hologram.

The hologram is placed in one arm of a Twyman-Green or Mach-

Zehnder interferometer, and one of the mirrors is tilted to produce approximately 5 to 10
fringes at the observation plane.

When the index of the oil does not match that of the

hologram material the fringes are discontinuous across the groove due to the differences
in optical path length. However, when the two indices match, the fringes are continuous
across the groove. Index matching oils used for this measurement were manufactured by
Cargille, and are available over a wide range of indexes in increments of 0.01 with an
uncertainty of ± 0.0002.
The advantage of this method is that measurements can be quickly performed
without the need for any special optics or equipment.

However, care must be taken to

thoroughly clean the hologram between the application of different oils since any residual
oil may alter the refractive index of the new oil being applied. Experience indicates that
this method is capable of giving the refractive index of the hologram emulsion to within ±

0.01.
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4.2.2 Brewster Angle Method of Measuring Refractive Index
The Brewster angle method is based on illuminating the emulsion with a narrow
beam of p-polarized light, and rotating the hologram until the reflected beam is
extinguished. The refractive index is then given by ri - ntan^, where n is the refractive
index of the first medium (usually air) and <f>b is the Brewster angle measured with
respect to the emulsion surface normal.25 For this method to work accurately a rotation
stage with high accuracy and little backlash is needed.

For example, to measure a

surface with refractive index of 1.515 with accuracy of ± 0.003 the Brewster angle must
be measured to within ± 0.052°.

The rotation stage used for this task was a Daedal

computer controlled, stepper-motor-driven, rotary table with angular resolution of 0.0001°
and repeatability of 5 arc seconds.
Since angles are referenced to the surface normal it too must be determined with
high accuracy.

This is accomplished by placing a pair of vertical knife edges on both

sides of the incident beam and reflecting the beam off the emulsion surface with a slight
vertical displacement until it lines up vertically with the incident beam. With the system
used, this was performed with an accuracy of ± 0.01°.
If we consider an emulsion on a glass substrate, there will be three reflected beams
corresponding to the air-emulsion interface, the emulsion-substrate interface, and the
substrate-air interface.

For a coherent laser beam the three beams will interfere and

cause intensity oscillations in the reflected beam.

Fortunately, the beam reflected from

the substrate-air interface may largely be eliminated by indexing matching (with oil) an
absorption filter (a developed but unbleached photographic plate works well) to the
substrate surface. Since the beam reflected at the emulsion-substrate interface has almost
constant reflectivity (over a range of several degrees near the Brewster angle), the
reflected beam will reach a minimum when the beam reflected off the air-emulsion
interface is at the Brewster angle.32
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To calibrate the system the substrate of a Kodak 649F plate was measured.

The

specifications for the plate are n • 1.515 ± 0.005 at X - 632.8 nm, and the measured value
at this wavelength using the Brewster angle method was n - 1.514 ± 0.003.
This method is quite effective for plates with only two layers, however if several
layers are present with widely differing refractive indices, results will generally tend to
be inconsistent. Also, this technique requires the use of a highly accurate rotation stage
which is quite expensive.

4.3 Measurement of Emulsion Thickness
Thickness measurements were performed with an Alpha-Step 100 surface profiler.
This instrument measures the surface profile of a sample with a mechanically tracked
stylus.

For the 10 (im full scale setting, accuracy is ± 0.10 fim, and for the 25 fim scale

accuracy is ± 0.25 fim.
A groove of approximately one to two millimeters is cut into the emulsion surface
taking care not to scratch the substrate (glass) surface.
peeling back the emulsion near the groove edges.

Also, it is desirable to avoid

Then the stylus is positioned on one

edge of the groove and tracked across the groove to the other edge. The data obtained is
the height of the emulsion above the substrate surface.

4.4 Measurement of Diffraction Efficiency and Average Absorption Constant
The procedure for measuring diffraction efficiency is very straightforward.

For

planar gratings an adjustable iris is placed as close to the hologram as possible to limit
the beam diameter to several millimeters.

An NRC silicon photodiode detector (1 cm

diameter) was used for all measurements. The total incident power is measured, then the
reflected power is measured, and finally the power of the first-order diffracted beam is
measured. The diffraction efficiency

(17)

is then given by
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ij - (diffracted power)/(incident power - reflected power).

(4.1)

Note that it is not necessary to have an absolute power measurement since only the
relative powers are of interest for this measurement.

For measuring the diffraction

efficiency of a focusing HOE a screw in aperture (approximately 400

fim

diameter) is

attached to the detector housing to block the 0-order (transmitted) beam from reaching the
detector. The diameter of the aperture is somewhat arbitrary, but should be large enough
to allow liberal placement of the detector without clipping the beam.
The average absorption constant (a) may be measured by rotating the hologram off
the Bragg angle to a region where the diffraction orders are negligible and measuring the
incident, reflected, and transmitted power. Then

„ (transmitted power)/(incident power - reflected power) ,

where d is the emulsion thickness and a. has units of 1/meters.

(4.2)

This measurement

includes both the effects of absorption and scatter, which combine to attenuate the
incident beam.

4.S Spot Size Measurement
Spot size measurements were performed using the scanning Ronchi ruling method.
The Ronchi ruling consists of a series of chrome bars of precise width and separation
deposited on a glass substrate. The ruling has five pairs (one horizontal and one vertical)
of chrome gratings ranging in period from 1 fim to 10 fim (bar width of 0.5 fim to 5 fim).
When a Gaussian beam is focused on the appropriate grating (for spot sizes less than 1
fim the 1 fim pitch ruling is used) the ratio of minimum to maximum power transmitted is
a measure of the l/e2 intensity diameter of the focused beam.

The basic measurement
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setup is as follows: the ruling is driven at approximately 5 Hz with a piezoelectric
microstage, a silicon photodiode with transimpedance amplifier is placed behind the ruling
to collect a portion of the transmitted beam, and this signal along with the 5 Hz trigger
signal is fed to a digital storage oscilloscope where the trace is recorded. The information
from this trace is then analyzed to produce the 1/e2 spot diameter.
This instrument was calibrated with the same 0.55 N.A. objective (Olympus MS
Planai 50 ULWD) used for the fabrication of the focusing HOEs. The objective was first
tested with a WYKO digital phase shifting interferometer (SIRIS 630-256).33

These

measurements, performed at helium-neon wavelength (X - 632.8 nm), yielded a 1/e2 spot
diameter of 0.83 fim and a Strehl ratio of 0.923 indicating near diffraction limited
performance and very good wavefront quality. Measurements with the scanning Ronchi
ruling produced results within a few percent of the SIRIS calibration, demonstrating the
reliability of the Ronchi ruling method.

Since this calibration was performed with an

unaberrated image, there is possible reason for concern regarding the accuracy of the
Ronchi ruling method in the presence of aberrations. However, a thorough experimental
investigation into this matter has not been performed and therefore comments on this
subject would be inappropriate.
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CHAPTER 5
HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING MATERIALS

For

the fabrication of

holograms silver halide photographic emulsions and

dichromated gelatin (DCG) films were used. Silver halide emulsions are convenient from
a processing standpoint, however the relatively high absorption and graininess of the
material limits diffraction efficiency and produces a high degree of scatter.

DCG films

offer high diffraction efficiency and low scatter, but have a more involved processing
procedure, and film thickness and refractive index are more difficult to control.
In the following sections the physical processes of hologram formation in silver
halide emulsions and DCG films are briefly introduced.

Measured results for several

important parameters, including thicknesses and average refractive indices before and
after processing, index modulation versus exposure energy, absorption constant, and
maximum diffraction efficiency are summarized.

S.l Silver Halide
Silver halide photographic emulsions remain the most widely used recording
material for holography due to their high sensitivity, commercial availability, and ease of
processing.

In the western countries, they are available in a range of wavelength

sensitivities (440 nm to 700 nm) and emulsion thicknesses (6 nm to 17 ptm). The emulsion
is suitable for recording either transmission or reflection holograms, and can be bleached,
converting the absorption grating into a phase grating with much higher diffraction
efficiency.
The holographic plates chosen for the fabrication of HOE's were Agfa 8E75HD. a
red sensitive, high resolution (> 5000 lines/mm) emulsion suitable for volume holography.
These plates consist of a nominally 6 ftm emulsion layer deposited on a 4" x 5" x 0.060"
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glass substrate.

The emulsion is formed of fine grains (35 nm) of silver halide,

predominately silver bromide, suspended in a gelatin matrix.

Additionally, the gelatin

contains certain sensitizing agents to produce the desired spectral sensitivity.
When the emulsion is exposed and developed an absorption hologram is formed.
During the development process the exposed silver halide grains are converted to metallic
silver, while the unexposed regions remain unaffected.
undeveloped silver halide and fixes the silver.

A fixing step then removes the

A pure absorption hologram is of little

practical use as a holographic element since its diffraction efficiency is limited to a few
percent. Therefore, a bleach process is used to convert the silver into a transparent silver
salt with a higher refractive index than gelatin.19

The end result is a local refractive

index modulation corresponding to the exposed and unexposed regions.
For photographic emulsions processed with the fixation step, the emulsion layer
generally shrinks up to IS % from its original value due to the removal of the silver
halide.34 In addition, the process is responsible for considerable grain growth resulting in
increased levels of scatter during reconstruction.34-35

This scatter is predominately

Rayleigh type since the grain size is much smaller than the reconstruction wavelength,
and is proportional to the sixth power of the effective radius of the grain.34
Scatter is not limited to the reconstruction process, but also occurs during hologram
construction. During hologram formation scatter from the silver bromide grains interferes
with the illuminating beams and sets up secondary gratings termed "noise gratings".36 In
typical processing where the emulsion undergoes a thickness change the diffraction
efficiency of the noise gratings is greatly reduced (the thickness change alters the noise
grating fringe planes which effects Bragg matching).

However, when the emulsion

thickness changes very little, the efficiency of the noise gratings can become quite
pronounced, reducing the efficiency of the first-order beam.
One method to reduce the scatter due to grain growth is a reversal bleach process
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in which the fixation step is omitted and the developed silver is removed leaving a phase
hologram made up of the undeveloped silver halide crystals.34

These grains, being

smaller produce much less scatter. Additionally, noise grating efficiency is minimal since
the emulsion exhibits some shrinkage (5-10 %) due to the removal of the developed silver.
In situations where emulsion thickness control is of primary concern and scatter can
be tolerated, a catechol-based tanning developer and dichromate rehalogenating bleach
process can be used. This process does not remove any of the bulk silver halide material
and has been shown to produce thickness changes of less than 0.05 fim for a 6 /im thick
emulsion.36 The developer converts the exposed silver bromide grains into metallic silver,
and the bleach process reconverts the silver into silver bromide. The net result is that the
silver bromide is redistributed throughout the emulsion, such that there is a higher
density of silver bromide grains in the exposed regions as compared to the unexposed
regions.37

Since the regions with higher concentration of silver bromide have a greater

refractive index, an index modulation is introduced in the emulsion.

This process also

produces some grain growth in the exposed regions, which results in scatter.

5.1.1 Characterization of Agfa 8E75HD Emulsions
Reversal Bleach Process
The physical properties of Agfa 8E75HD plates were characterized when used with
the reversal bleach process (Appendix B) by constructing unslanted planar gratings with
period A - 1.05 ftm. Table 5.1 gives a summary of the results of this characterization for
an exposure energy (E) of 80 fij/cni1.

Figure 5.1 indicates that the emulsion exhibits

linear behavior for exposure energies up to about 80 fiJ/cm1, corresponding to an index
modulation of 0.05.

Maximum diffraction efficiency of 69.3 % occurs with an exposure

energy of 80 fiJ/crr?. The average refractive index after processing decreases due to the
removal of silver bromide from the emulsion. No evidence of noise grating scatter during
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Figure 5.1.

Refractive index modulation versus exposure energy (fiJ/cm 2) for Agfa

8E75HD silver halide emulsion with reversal bleach processing.
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reconstruction was noticed for this process. Diffraction efficiency is limited by random
scatter and absorption (i.e. the relatively high value of a).

Thickness
(jim)
Before Processing
After Processing

5.2 ± 0.10
4.9 ± 0.10

Refractive Index
(X - 632.8 nm)
1.64 ± 0.01
1.61 ± 0.01

Average Absorption Constant: c* - 2.62 x 10* (1 Jm)
Maximum Diffraction Efficiency ij - 69.3 % at «, - 0.052

Table 5.1. Results of characterization of Agfa 8E75HD photographic emulsion with
reversal bleach processing (E « 80 fiJ/cm 2 ).
Catechol-Based Process
The catechol process (Appendix B) was evaluated by constructing planar unslanted
gratings with period A - 0.65 fim.

At the start of the characterization process many

holograms were fabricated at different exposure energies so that the refractive index
modulation could be determined.

All of these holograms were observed to have high

levels of scatter at the Bragg angle, making accurate determination of index modulation
impossible. This effect was so severe that diffraction efficiencies dropped by as much as
30 % at the Bragg angle.

Figure 5.2 illustrates this effect where the dip in diffraction

efficiency at the Bragg angle (29°) is a result of scatter from noise gratings.

Without

information on index modulation, holograms fabricated with this process could not be
used in comparisons with the diffraction efficiency model.

However, the negligible

changes in emulsion thickness and refractive index (Table 5.2) suggests that focusing
HOEs fabricated with this process may achieve near diffraction limited performance at
the Bragg angle (see Sec. 3.4.3).
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Figure 5.2.

Relative diffraction efficiency (s and p-polarization) versus reconstruction

wave angle for planar unslanted holograms (A - 0.65 fim) in Agfa 8E75HD emulsions
processed with catechol-based developer and rehalogenating bleach, (a) E = 150 fiJ/cm 2 ,

tjo = 49.3 %. (6) E = 250 fiJ/cm2, rj0 - 59.6 %.
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Thickness
(fim)
Before Processing
After Processing

5.2 ± 0.10
5.2 ± 0.10

Refractive Index
(X - 632.8 nm)
1.64 ± 0.01
1.64 ± 0.01

Average Absorption Constant: a - 3.43 x 10* (1 fm)
Maximum Diffraction Efficiency: 17 as 59.6 % at Em 250 fiJ/cm 2 .

Table 5,2. Results of characterization of Agfa 8E75HD photographic emulsion with
catechol-based processing (E - 250 fiJ/cm 1 ).

5.2 Dichromated Gelatin
Although silver halide emulsions play an important role in holography, their limited
index modulation range, resolution and diffraction efficiency, and relatively high
absorption and scatter characteristics, make them less than ideal for the fabrication of
HOEs.

In these respects dichromated gelatin (DCG) is the material of choice for the

fabrication of HOEs.

It has a large refractive index modulation capability (> 0.08),

potentially high diffraction efficiency (> 99 %), and low absorption and scattering.38
Although much disagreement exists on the exact mechanism of hologram formation
in dichromated gelatin, there appears to be growing support for the cross-linking
theory.38-39

When prehardened and sensitized ammonium dichromate ((NHt)2Cr207) film

is exposed, the Cr+6 ion is photochemically reduced to Cr+3. The Cr+3 ion is thought to
initiate cross-linking of the gelatin molecules which harden the gelatin matrix and make it
less soluble. This creates a hardness differential between exposed and unexposed regions
thus forming the latent image.

The Cr+3 is trapped at the sites of cross-linking since it

becomes part of the gelatin molecule through covalent bonding.

It is believed that the

chromium compound concentration present in the cross linked sites is responsible for the
index modulation.39
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Since the Cr* 6 ion can be reduced to Cr* 3 in the dark, when the temperature and
relative humidity are high, plates should be processed immediately after exposure to
remove the excess Cr*6 ions.39

This dark reaction also limits the shelf life of the

sensitized emulsion and dictates that the emulsion should be exposed generally within
3-24 hrs. after sensitization.

The 3 hour minimum is necessary to allow the gelatin to

dry and reharden after the sensitization process.
After exposure the surplus water soluble Cr* 6 ion is removed by rinsing in water.
The water penetrates and swells the emulsion removing the remaining Cr+6 ions. If the
hologram is dried at this point, water will be trapped in the gelatin, adversely degrading
the diffraction efficiency.

To obtain high diffraction efficiency the emulsion is

dehydrated with isopropyl alcohol. The alcohol molecules will interchange with the water
since they are a good solvent of water.

The fact that the emulsion is swollen and the

alcohol is in great excess compared to the water facilitates this process.
Since DCG plates are not commercially available it is necessary to prepare them in
the laboratory. There are many methods of preparing DCG plates such as doctor blading,
dip coating, and spin coating, but by far the simplest method is based on extracting the
silver halide material from a commercially available plate and diffusing ammonium
dichromate into the gelatin. Kodak 649F photographic plates are most commonly used for
this purpose.

5.2.1 Characterization of Dichromated Gelatin Films
Thickness control in DCG films may be achieved by varying the ammonium
dichromate sensitizer concentration in the preprocessing stage (see Appendix B). Since the
thickness and refractive index measurements expose sensitized plates, each plate that is
exposed and developed has a companion plate that is preprocessed in the same manner for
the predevelopment measurements.

The companion plate is cut from the same 4" x 5"
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Kodak 649F plate to insure minimal thickness variation with the exposed plate.
Figure 5.3a shows the thickness ratio before and after exposure and development,
indicating swelling for low concentrations and shrinkage for high concentrations.

At a

concentration of 10 % the ratio is unity. The average refractive indices before and after
exposure and development are shown in Figure 5.3b.

The refractive index before

development increases for higher concentrations of ammonium dichromate due to the
presence of greater amounts of the higher refractive index Cr*6 ion. After development
the index increases with higher concentrations, but begins to fluctuate above 8 %
concentration.

These fluctuations may be due to absorption of water vapor by the

emulsion after development but prior to measurement. Nevertheless, this data corresponds
closely with measurements performed by other researchers.40
Index modulation measurements were performed with planar unslanted gratings
with period of 1.00 fim. Results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 5.4, indicating
a linear response over the range tested.

Table 5.3 summarizes the results of several

important parameters for a 10 % ammonium dichromate concentration and an exposure
energy of 35 mJlcm2 (note the high diffraction efficiency obtainable with DCG films).

Thickness
0im)
Before Processing
After Processing

13.50 ± 0.25
13.50 ± 0.25

Refractive Index
(X • 488.0 nm)
1.612 ± 0.003
1.530 ± 0.003

Average Absorption Constant: a - 2.88 x 10s (1(m)
Maximum Diffraction Efficiency: ij - 92.0 % at /i, - 0.018

Table 5.3. Results of characterization of DCG film for a 10 % ammonium dichromate
sensitizer concentration (E - 35 mJ/cm 1 ).
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5.3 Conclusions
Silver halide emulsions processed with a reversal bleach process undergo moderate
thickness and refractive changes. Results from Section 3.4.3 indicate that these changes
are large enough to produce a significant shift in the Bragg angle, prohibiting diffraction
limited performance for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE (at the Bragg angle). Processing these
emulsions with a catechol-based developer eliminates thickness and refractive index
changes, but is responsible for large levels of scatter from noise gratings during
reconstruction. This scatter limits diffraction efficiency to less than 50 % for Bragg angle
reconstruction.

DCG films offer high diffraction efficiency and low scatter, but also

exhibit a large refractive index change, making diffraction limited performance at the
Bragg angle impossible. Thus, the films and processing techniques investigated fall short
of providing optimum performance in all areas. The high diffraction efficiency and low
scatter characteristics of DCG films merit future research of DCG processing techniques
that minimize the refractive index change.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The diffraction efficiency model as applied to high N.A. focusing HOEs is based on
a local uniform one-dimensional coupled wave approach (Sec. 3.2). This model is based
on two fundamental assumptions: 1.) small regions of the hologram are for the most part
uniform in grating period and slant angle; and 2.) the one-dimensional model provides an
accurate representation of the diffraction efficiency within these local regions.

The

accuracy of this model depends on the extent to which these assumptions are valid. The
goal of this chapter is to quantify the accuracy of the modelling approach through
experimental results.

6.1 Optics Setup for Hologram Recording
The recording geometry for fabricating planar holograms is shown in Figure 6.1a.
DCG holograms were fabricated at X - 488.0 nm with a Spectra Physics Model 2020
argon ion laser.

An etalon was used to insure single longitudinal mode operation.

A

Uniphase Model 1105P helium-neon laser (X « 632.8 nm) was used in the fabrication of
silver halide holograms.

In either case, the beam is first spatially filtered with a 20X

microscope objective (£,) and 10 fim pinhole (/*j) (NRC Model 900) to remove spatial
noise.

The diverging beam is then collimated with lens

(/ - 250 mm, // 10).

Beamsplitter BS\ splits the beam into two paths, which are directed with mirrors
M2 to the recording plane (H). The optics
and mirrors A/j and

and

BSX, A/j, and A/2 are all 2 in. diameter,

and beamsplitter BSi have a rated surface quality of \/10. The

beam diameters are limited by two adjustable irises AS\ and AS2 placed as close to the
recording plane as possible.
(SO-

Exposure duration is controlled with an electronic shutter
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LASER

(a)

BS1

LASER

AS1

M2

AS2

(b)

Figure 6.1. Recording geometry for construction of (a) planar holograms and (b) focusing
HOEs.
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For fabricating focusing HOEs the same components are used with the addition of
the objective lens Z,3 (Fig. 6.16) This objective lens is a 0.55 numerical aperture (N.A.)
Olympus MS Planar 50 ultra long working distance (ULWD) microscope objective. The
lens was evaluated with a WYKO digital phase shifting interferometer (SIRIS 630-256) at
X - 632.8 nm giving a l/e2 spot diameter of 0.83 fim and a Strehl ratio of 0.923.33 To
align the objective on the optical axis, a 1 in. diameter mirror is attached to the back of
t h e mounting assembly t o retroreflect t h e incident beam.

W i t h t h e components L \ t

and L} removed the objective mount is adjusted until the reflected beam shares the same
path with the incident beam.

6.2 Experimental Verification of the Local Uniform Modelling Approach
To verify the validity of the local uniform model, bleached volume holograms were
fabricated in Agfa 8E75HD emulsions using the reversal bleach process (Sec. 5.1.1 and
Appendix B).

The construction and reconstruction wavelengths were X - 632.8 nm, and

the emulsion thickness after processing was measured to be 4.9 fim. The exposure energy
was 80 fiJlcm2 measured at the center of the aperture, giving a calculated index
modulation of 0.052.
The diffraction efficiencies for s and ^-polarizations of the reconstruction wave
over small regions of the HOE aperture were measured with a narrow probe beam of
approximately I mm diameter (the HOE diameter was 13 mm). These local regions were
compared to planar gratings formed with the same periods and slant angles.

For the

planar gratings the K-vector is confined to the plane of incidence (x-z plane), but for the
focusing HOE there is an out-of-plane component Ky.
and the plane of incidence is given by

The angle between the K-vector
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*K -tan"'

(6.1)

For the focusing HOE the orientation of the K-vector in the x-y plane can be visualized
from the calculated interference pattern of Figure 6.2 and by recalling that the K-vector
is normal to the fringe planes. To maintain consistency in comparing the HOE to planar
gratings, the slant angle is taken as the angle between the K-vector and the z-axis.
As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1 the index modulation will vary across the HOE aperture
and result in a change in diffraction efficiency. In our experiments the index modulation
varied slightly between the HOE and planar gratings, giving rise to differences in the
absolute diffraction efficiency.

However, for the periods and slant angles investigated,

calculations indicated that the ratio of i)p to r}s will vary by only a few per.cent and will
decrease as A increases (the worst case is a 6 % variation for an index modulation change
of 0.05 to 0.04 for A - 0.63 fim). Thus, although the planar gratings had greater absolute
diffraction efficiencies than the local regions of the focusing HOE, it did not seriously
affect the ratio
Figure 6.3 shows the results of diffraction efficiency measurements for four regions of
the focusing HOE aperture and corresponding planar gratings. The three smaller grating
periods used for the comparison have a high frequency of occurrence, and the larger
period represents an extreme value.

The difference in the Bragg angles between the

focusing HOE and planar gratings is a consequence of the absence of the out-of-plane
K-vector component in the planar gratings. Good agreement in efficiency characteristics
occur between local regions on the HOE and the planar gratings at the Bragg angle.

A

maximum difference in efficiency of 5 % occurs for the case with A = 0.63 fim (Fig. 6.3a).
As coupled wave theory predicts (for our specific parameters), the difference between T)p
and i)s decreases as A increases.

For the cases of A - 0.63 fim (Fig. 6.3a) and A - 1.88

fim (Fig. 6.3^0 there is good agreement off-Bragg angle (± 20°), but for A = 0.94 fim (Fig.
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Figure 6.2.

Interference pattern for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE depicting the x-y plane

fringe orientation.
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6.3b) and A - 1,10 fim (Fig, 6.3c) the HOE efficiency curves tend to be somewhat broader
than their planar grating counterparts.

Also, in each case it was found that the local

regions on the focusing HOE have a slightly higher ratio of i)phs at the Bragg angle than
their planar grating counterparts. These slight differences are attributed to variations in
index modulation and to the out-of-plane K-vector component {Ky) present in the HOE.
The K-vector out-of-plane angles (0^) for the four cases are 20° (A - 0.63 fim), 32° (A =
0.94 fim), 31° (A - 1.10 fim), and 35° (A - 1.88 fim). Comparing the results of Figure 6.3
with these angles suggests that at the Bragg angle the effect of Ky is more significant for
smaller grating periods.

The reasonably good agreement indicates that a local uniform

approach is appropriate and that the presence of the out-of-plane component of the
K-vector does not significantly change the diffraction efficiency characteristics of the
gratings at the Bragg angle.

6.3 Cross Coupling Experiments
The

one-dimensional

coupled

wave

model

describes coupling

polarization but does not account for coupling between polarizations.

to the same
Therefore, the

extent to which this model is valid depends on the magnitude of any cross coupling
effects present in the HOE.

The cross coupling components are present only when the

K-vector does not lie in the plane of incidence. To quantify the significance of the cross
coupling effect, planar DCG holograms were formed and replayed with a geometry that
rotated the K-vector out of the plane of incidence.
Rotating the hologram about the x-axis serves to tilt the plane of incidence such
that the K-vector is no longer contained in this plane (Fig. 6.46). The polarization must
also be rotated such that ^-polarization is orthogonal to this plane and /^-polarization lies
in the plane.

For a given rotation angle about the x-axis (0X), the unit vector normal to

the plane of incidence and the K-vector out-of-plane angle (0^) can be calculated from
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-X

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.4.

Geometry for hologram reconstruction showing the plane of incidence lying

in the x-z plane and, (6) the tilted plane of incidence resulting from rotating the hologram
about the x-axis.
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line) versus the K-vector out of plane angle
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vector mathematics.
The measurement procedure involved varying the angle (9X). hence varying the outof-plane K-vector angle (<pK), and measuring the diffraction efficiency for ^-to-5
p-to-p (i)p„p), s-to-p (r)s_p) and ^-to-j-polarizations (rjp,s). The latter two cross coupling
efficiencies terms are measured by placing a crossed polarizer in the diffracted beam
before the detector. The results shown in Figure 6.6 are for an unslanted planar grating
with period A « 0.54 fim and thickness t = 13.50 fim. A grating period of 0.54 fim was
chosen because 60 % of the grating periods in the HOE fall within the range of 0.42 to
0.66 fim {Fig. 6.5). The percentage of cross coupling for the two polarizations is defined
as

% cross coupling s-p -

tfs-s

x 100 %
(6.2)

% cross coupling p-s -

Vp

x 100 % .

Cross coupling efficiency increases as the K-vector is rotated out of the plane of
incidence, with the exception of the anomaly observed for p-to-s coupling at <f>K ££ 45°.
For the focusing HOE, angles larger than 0^ - 45° have a low percentage of occurrence
and therefore we can expect overall cross coupling efficiency to be less than 5 %. These
results indicate that the one-dimensional diffraction efficiency model should be capable of
producing results accurate to within a few percent in the case of the high N.A. HOE.

6.4 Diffraction Efficiency Experiments
The diffraction efficiency model was tested by comparing the theoretical results to
the experimental results for the 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE. Focusing HOEs were fabricated
in Agfa photographic emulsions and DCG films with 10 % ammonium dichromate
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sensitizer concentration. The measured full aperture s and p diffraction efficiencies are
shown in Figure 6.7 along with the theoretical predictions (dashed lines) based on the
local uniform one-dimensional model (Sec. 3.2). Figure 6.7a corresponds to the Agfa HOE
with a calculated index modulation of 0.052 (at the center of the aperture).

The

experimentally measured p-to-j-polarization diffraction efficiency ratio was rjp/rjs - 0.82
and the theoretical ratio was vp/vs ™ 0.84 at the Bragg angle.

The results for the DCG

film with index modulation of 0.020 are shown in Figure 6.7b, where the measured ratio
was i)p/r}s - 0.96 and the theoretical value was r)p/r)s - 0.95. The maximum diffraction
efficiency was 78.8 % at 0 - 40°. while the theoretical value was 79.7 %, at Q = 44°. For
comparison the theoretical curve was shifted to line up the Bragg angles. This difference
in angles may be attributed to swelling of the emulsion due to absorption of water vapor
from the air. These plots indicate close agreement between the model and experimental
results for angles close to the Bragg angle.
To further verify the model. HOEs were fabricated in DCG films for a range of
index modulations (at the center of the aperture). Figure 6.8 shows the measured s and
/?-polarization diffraction efficiencies (solid lines), and the theoretical values (dashed lines)
for Bragg angle reconstruction.

The maximum difference between the measured and

calculated values of ifp/i}s is 4 % over this range. However, the model predicts somewhat
higher absolute diffraction efficiencies than were experimentally observed. This may be
due to differences in the physical parameters used in the model (i.e. average refractive
index, thickness, and average absorption constant (oi)) and values actually occurring in the
HOE,

Additionally, since the index modulation is itself a calculated parameter, it may

differ slightly from the actual index modulation present in the HOE.

6.5 Spot Size Measurements
Spot size measurements were performed on 0.55 N.A. focusing HOEs fabricated in
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Agfa emulsions (X - 632.8 nm) with the catechol-based process.

This process produces

little change in average refractive index and thickness, and hence offers the best potential
for achieving diffraction limited hologram performance.

Measurements were not

performed with the DCG HOEs since the large average refractive index change after
processing would produce an aberrated spot much larger than the diffraction limit for
Bragg angle reconstruction (see Sec. 3.4.3). Using the Ronchi ruling method the measured
l/ea

intensity spot diameter

p-polarization.
fim.

was 0.94

fim for s-polarization

and 0.97

fim for

The 1/e2 value for the objective used in fabricating the HOE was 0.83

The larger values for the HOE are most likely due to alignment error during

reconstruction, since precise alignment was difficult to achieve with the mounting
apparatus used. The trend for the p-polarization spot size to be slightly larger than the
^-polarization component is in agreement with modelling results in Sec. 3.3.1.

6.6 Conclusions
Comparison

of

the

local

uniform

one-dimensional

modelling

approach

to

experimental results for 0.55 N.A. focusing HOEs indicates that p-to-j-polarization
diffraction efficiency ratios at the Bragg angle can be predicted with an accuracy on the
order of 5 %.

Off-Bragg angle results began to show larger differences, which can be

expected from the assumptions made in deriving the coupled wave equations (see Sec.
2.1).

Absolute diffraction efficiency is somewhat more difficult to predict since it is

more sensitive to inaccuracies in the measurement of the HOEs physical parameters (i.e.
refractive index modulation, average refractive index, average absorption constant, and
thickness).
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

The two-wave first-order coupled wave theory was successfully applied to
modelling the s and ^-polarization diffraction efficiency of high N.A. focusing HOEs.
The local uniform model was experimentally validated, and cross coupling between
polarizations was shown to be minimal.

The measured /j-to-j-polarization diffraction

efficiency ratio for 0.55 N.A. focusing HOEs fabricated in silver halide emulsions and
DCG films was in agreement with the model to within a few percent for Bragg angle
reconstruction.

Absolute diffraction efficiency was more difficult to predict since it is

more sensitive to inaccuracies in the measurement of the HOEs physical parameters used
in the model.

Experimental and theoretical results indicated that these elements can be

fabricated with a range of p-to-s-polarization diffraction efficiency ratios (including a
ratio of unity) controlled by refractive index modulation.
Theoretical results from a physical optics model indicated that diffraction limited
performance is obtainable with high N.A. focusing HOEs.
shown to have negligible polarization dependence.

Imaging performance was

Diffraction limited performance was

possible with ^-polarization incident light, and with p-polarization incident light the spot
size was 2 % larger than the diffraction limit. However, the smallest measured spot size
for a 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE was 13 % larger than the spot size produced by the
objective used in the fabrication of the HOE. This difference was attributed to alignment
error during reconstruction.
Results obtained from ray tracing indicated that severe restrictions in alignment
during reconstruction, and control of hologram refractive index and thickness in the
processing stages are necessary in order to obtain high diffraction efficiency and
diffraction limited performance.

The hologram recording materials and processing
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techniques investigated fell short of providing both high diffraction efficiency and
diffraction limited performance.
Additionally, high N.A. HOEs were shown to be extremely wavelength sensitive.
Small deviations in reconstruction wavelength produce a shifted and aberrated spot. For
the 0.55 N.A. focusing HOE investigated in this thesis, wavelength shifts no larger than ±
0.4 nm could be tolerated for diffraction limited performance. Given the current status
of laser diode wavelength performance (i.e. uncertainty in nominal wavelength of ± 15 nm
and mode hopping on the order of ± 2 nm), it is not possible for an HOE to meet the
specifications necessary to serve as a replacement for a refractive objective lens in an
optical data storage head. On the positive side, HOEs with lower focal power have more
relaxed tolerances, and may find (and have found) immediate applications in optical data
storage heads.
Future applications of high N.A. HOEs in optical data storage heads are dependent
on improvements in laser diode wavelength performance and holographic recording
materials.

Laser diodes operating at shorter wavelengths (which are just starting to

become available) with stable single mode operation are needed to take advantage of
present holographic recording materials, which are relatively insensitive to near infrared
wavelengths.

The effects of variation in laser diode nominal wavelength and alignment

error can be negated with advances in holographic recording materials that offer the
possibility of in situ processing (such as photopolymers); the hologram is fabricated in the
head assembly with the laser diode and processed without disturbing its placement.
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAMMING NOTES

The diffraction efficiency model, the diffraction based wave propagation model, and
the geometrical ray trace model discussed in Chapter 3 were incorporated into a program
written in Fortran 77. This program handles volume HOEs formed from the interference
of an on-axis spherical wave of arbitrary numerical aperture with a plane wave of
arbitrary angle in the x-z plane. The aperture of the HOE is divided into a rectangular
grid of sample points (usually 1800 points are sufficient).
number of sampling points are user defined variables.

The aperture radius and the

Differences in hologram average

refractive index and thickness before and after processing are taken into account.
addition,

the

reconstruction

wavelength

may

be different

from

In

the construction

wavelength.
The program consists of 4 main modules that perform the following functions: 1.)
Calculation of the diffraction efficiency for incident s and p-polarizations versus
reconstruction angle for a single reference wave angle. 2.) Calculation of the diffraction
efficiency for incident 5 and p-polarizations (reconstructed at the reference wave angle)
for a range of reference angles.

3.) Generation of spot diagrams for incident s and

p-polarizations from a geometrical ray trace, and the calculation of the best focus, image
center, and rms spot size. 4.) Calculation of the x, y, and z-polarization components of
the image plane intensity distribution for incident s and p-polarizations. These 4 modules
all make use of a subroutine that calculates the signal wave matrix (complex) and the
diffraction efficiency matrix (real) for the HOE aperture.
On a VAX 11 /780 the run time (CPU time) is about 3 seconds to calculate the full
aperture diffraction efficiency for a single reconstruction angle.

The ray tracing

algorithm takes 4 seconds run time for a single reconstruction angle.

The intensity
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distribution is computed with a inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm from the
resident IMSL math library and takes 38 seconds run time for a 512 x 512 matrix plus
an additional 10 seconds to write a 10,000 line data file. A paging file quota of at least
30,000 page faults (.i.e. 15 MB) is required to run this module.
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APPENDIX B
HOLOGRAM PROCESSING

For processing silver halide holograms either a reversal bleach process or catecholbased tanning developer and dichromate rehalogenating bleach process were used.
reversal

bleach

process

utilizes

Ilford

chemicals and

follows the

The

manufacture's

recommended procedure. The catechol-based processing procedure was developed in our
laboratory by Dr. Ray Kostuk.
outlined

below.

The processing procedures for these two methods are

For information on the mechanism of hologram formation and

experimental characterization for these processes refer to Chapter 5.

Ilford Processing for Silver Halide Photographic Emulsion
Developer

Bleach

100 mL Ilford SP678C

100 mL Ilford SP679C

400 mL DI water

400 mL DI water

Note: Let both solutions stand for 24 firs, before using.

All steps are performed at 30°C
1.) Soak in developer for 2 minutes (dark).
2.) Rinse in running water for 3 minutes (dark).
3.) Soak in bleach for 2 minutes (dark).
4.) Rinse in running water for 2 minutes (room light).
5.) Soak in photoflo for 1 minute (room light).
Note: steps 1.) and 3.) should be performed with light agitation.
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Catechol Processing for Silver Halide Photographic Emulsion
Developer

Bleach

Solution A

2 g Potassium Dichromate

10 g Catechol

18 g Potassium Bromide

9 g L-Ascorbic Acid

4 mL Sulfuric Acid

500 mL DI water

1 L DI water

Solution B
30 g Sodium Carbonate
500 mL DI water
Note: Let all solutions stand for 24 hrs. before using.
Immediately before processing mix 200 mL Solution A + 200 mL Solution B.

All steps are performed at 20°C
1.) Soak in developer for 2 minutes (dark).
2.) Rinse in running water for 4 minutes (dark).
3.) Bleach until clear plus 30 seconds (room light).
4.) Rinse in running water for 4 minutes (room light).
5.) Soak in photoflo for 1 minute (room light).
Note: Steps 1.) and 3.) should be performed with light agitation.

Caution: As with any development and bleach process, care should be taken to avoid eye
and skin contact and inhalation of particles and vapors.
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Simplified Processing Procedure for Fabrication of DCG HOEs
with Kodak 649F Plates
The processing procedure for DCG holograms is based on methods developed by B.
J. Chang and C. D. Leonard, and refined by T. G. Georgekutty and H. K. Liu.38-41 The
procedure was further simplified in our laboratory by L. Wang.42

This procedure is

"simplified" in the sense that preprocessing, exposure and development can be completed
in about 1 1/2 hrs. compared to the 12 hrs. required by previous methods. This method
has been proven to consistently produce high diffraction efficiency (> 90 %), low scatter
holograms. For more detailed information on DCG holograms see Chapter 5.

1.) Preprocessing (room light)
PI

Soak in Kodak rapid fixer with standard hardener concentration (3.25 %) for
10 minutes at 20°C (100 mL part A-fixer + 13 mL part B-hardener + DI
water: total solution - 400 mL).

P2

Wash in running water at 20°C for a minimum of 15 minutes.

P3

Soak in hot water at 63°C (145°F) for 10 minutes.

2.) Sensitization (dim red light)
SI

Soak in 10 % ammonium dichromate solution with 0.5 % Kodak photoflo for 5
minutes at 20°C (40 g ammonium dichromate + 2 mL photoflo + DI water:
total solution - 400 mL).

53

Remove excess ammonium dichromate from glass side of plate by first using a
wet wiper then a dry wiper. Then remove excess from emulsion side of plate
with a dry wiper.

54

Bake at 71°C ± 5°C (160°F ± 10°F) for 10 minutes.

Plates should be placed

apart for efficient drying.
55

Store plates in darkness with low humidity (RH ^ 35 %) and room temp.
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3.)

Exposure (dim red light)

4.)

Development (dim red light for steps D1 and D2; room light for all others)
D1

Soak in 0.5 % ammonium dichromate solution for 5 minutes at 20°C (2 g
ammonium dichromate + DI water : total solution - 400 mL).

D2

Soak in fixer with standard hardener concentration (same as in step PI) for 5
minutes at 20°C.

D3

Wash in running water for 5 minutes at 20°C.

D4

Dehydrate in 50:50 solution of isopropanol:DI water for 3 minutes at 20°C.

D5

Dehydrate in 100 % isopropanol for 3 minutes (20°Q with vigorous agitation.

D6

Remove excess isopropanol from front and back surfaces with a dry wiper.

D7

Bake at 71°C ± 5°C (160°F ± 10°F) for 10 minutes.

5.) Assembly (as required).

Comments: Plates are generally cut into four 2 in, x 2 in. sections. The plates should be
processed in the horizontal position to insure surface uniformity.

Caution: Ammonium dichromate is a strong oxidizer, therefore care should be exercised
in handling this material to avoid eye and skin contact and inhalation of airborne
particles. Processing should always be performed under an exhaust hood.
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